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1. Introduction 
In many of the applications in the fuzzy inference systems, contradictory outputs 
could be obtained. In order to prevent this kind of problem it is important to 
raise the study of self-contradiction. Besides, the study of contradiction between 
sets seems suitable because it is also necessary to avoid, in the inference processes, 
obtaining contradictory outputs from inputs. The study of the contradiction in the 
Fuzzy Logic was initiated by Trillas Later, focused on 
the problem of determining to what extent a fuzzy set is contradictory, giving some 
functions for this purpose. 
Also, the contradiction is tackled in the framework of the Atanassov's intu-
itionistic fuzzy sets (A-IFSs) introducing the concepts of self-contradictory A-IFS 
and contradiction between two A-IFSs. In the degrees in which an A-IFS is self-
contradictory are studied providing some functions to measure them. 
The present paper focuses on two mains subjects. The first one (sections 2 and 3) 
is the study of degrees of contradiction between two A-IFSs, meanwhile the second 
one (section 4) is to relate contradiction between two A-IFSs and self-contradiction. 
Let us remember that: 
Definition 1. (1) An Atanassov's intuitionistic fuzzy set (A-IFS) A, in the universe 
X ^ 0, is a set given as A = {(x, /z^(x), ^A(X)) : x G X}, where ^A '• X —> [0,1], 
VA '• X —> [0,1] are called membership and non-membership functions, respectively, 
and such that I^A(X) + VA{X) < 1 holds for all x G X. 
Furthermore, an A-IFS could be considered as an L-fuzzy set as defined by 
Goguen 9 being, in this case, L = {(«i, 02) £ [0, l]2 : oi +«2 < 1}, with the partial 
order <L defined as follows: given a = (01,02), /3 = (/?i,/?2) € A 
a < L /3 <^> «i < /?i & «2 > /?2 • 
(A < L ) is a complete lattice with smallest element, OL = (0,1), and greatest ele-
ment, 1 L = (1,0). 
Thus, an A-IFS A is an L-fuzzy set whose L-membership function xA & Lx = 
{x : X —> L} is defined for each x G X as xA(x) = (^A(X), VA{X)), and let us 
denote xA(X) = {xA(x) '• x € X} the image of X under xA, that we also call range 
of A. Let us denote the set of all intuitionistic (or Atanassov's) fuzzy sets on X as 
AIF(X). 
Also, let us recall that a decreasing function J\f : L —> L is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
negation (IFN) if 7V(0L) = 1 L and 7V(1L) = 0L hold. Moreover, J\f is a strong IFN 
if the equality J\f(J\f(a)) = a holds for all a G L. Bustince et al. in 2 introduced 
the intuitionistic fuzzy generators, that can be used to build intuitionistic fuzzy 
negations, and Deschrijver et al. in 8 proved that any strong IFN J\f is characterized 
by a strong negation N : [0,1] —> [0,1] by means of the formula A/"(ai,«2) = 
(N(l — «2),1 — N(ai)), for all (0:1,0:2) G L. Furthermore, let us remember that 
Trillas in 10 showed that N is a strong negation if and only if there exists an order 
automorphism in the unit interval g (g : [0,1] —> [0,1] a bijective and strictly 
increasing function), such that N(a) = <7_1(1 — g(a)), for all a G [0,1], and it will 
be said that g is the generator of negation N. 
Thus a strong IFN J\f is also determined or generated by an order automorphism 
g in [0,1]. Sometimes we will denote J\f = J\fg in reference to this fact, and we will 
say that J\fg is given by g. 
2. Degrees of A/'-Contradiction between two A-IFSs 
The study of contradiction between two sets is interesting because, in the inference 
process, it is desirable to avoid new results being incoherent with the previous 
information. In this section we deal with degrees of contradiction between two A-
IFSs when a strong IFN, TV, is considered; that is, the degrees of TV-contradiction. 
For this, we introduce some functions and study some of their properties. 
In 7, it was established that, given A, B G AZJ-'(X) the A-IFSs determined by 
XA = (MA, V A ) & Lx, and xB = (Ms, VB) € Lx, and a strong IFN, TV, associated 
with the strong negation N, it will be said tha t A and B are TV-contradictory if 
XA <LN°XB, tha t is, for all x eX, xA(x) <L {N OXB){X). 
Furthermore, some characterizations were reached in the same paper: 
(i) A and B are TV-contradictory if and only if the following inequalities hold 
N{JJ,A{X)) + vB(x) > 1 and N{JJ,B{X)) + vA{x) > 1, \fx e X 
(ii) A and B are TV-contradictory if and only if 
g(fj,A(x)) + g(l - VB(X)) < 1 and g(fj,B(x)) + g(l - vA(x)) < 1, \/x e X 
where g is the generator of the negation N associated to TV. 
From these characterizations, the following result is reached: 
L e m m a 1. Given A, B G ALT{X) with membership/non-memher ship function 
(L-membership function)
 X = ( M A , ^ A ) & Lx and XB = (M-BJ^B) € Lx respec-
tively, and given TV the strong IFN generated by g, if A, B are TV- contradictory then 
g(pA(x)) + g(fj,B(x)) < 1. Besides, if g{l—vA{x))-\-g{l—VB{X)) < 1 then A, B are 
TV- contradictory. 
Proof. As A, B are A-IFSs, /J,A(X) + vA(x) < 1 and /XB(X) + VB{X) < 1 and so 
g(/j,A(x)) < g(l — j/A(x)) and ^ ( / X B ( X ) ) < g(l— I/B(X)), for all g order automorphism. 
A, B are TV-contradictory if and only if g(/j,A(x)) + g(\ — VB(X)) < 1 and 
g(/j,B(x)) + g(l — vA{x)) < 1, being g the order automorphism associated to TV. 
Then, g{^iA{x)) + g{jJ,B{x)) < g(l - vA{x)) + g{^B{x)) < 1 
Now, if g{\ -vA{x)) + g{\ - vB{x)) < 1 then g{^A{x)) + g{\ -vB{x)) < g{\ -
VA{x))+g{l-VB{x)) < 1 tmd g(i^B(x))+g(l-i/A(x)) < g{l-vB{x))+g{l-vA{x)) < 
1; thereby A, B are TV-contradictory • 
R e m a r k 1. Let us note tha t a fuzzy set could be considered as an A-IFS A where 
vA(x) = 1 — iiA{x) for all x G X. So, if we have A and B two fuzzy sets, and the 
strong IFN TV is determined by the strong fuzzy negation Ng, then A, B are TV-
contradictory if and only if g(/j,A(x)) + ^ ( / X B ( X ) ) < 1 for all x e X. This condition, 
in the framework of the fuzzy sets, means that A, B are Ng-contradictory. So, the 
contradiction in fuzzy sets is a particular case of the contradiction give here. 
Let us observe tha t the curve N(ai) + «2 = 1 (that, of course, is coincidental 
with g(a\) + g(l — «2) = 1), points out the limit of the contradiction region. 




 = (MA, VB), and XBA = (PB^A)- XAB and XBA € ([0,1] x [0, l]f 
and are not, in general, A-IFSs because they could take values out of L. Besides 
if we consider the set IZ^f = { (« i , a.2) € [0, l ] 2 : N(a{) + «2 > l } , A and B are 
TV-contradictory if and only if 
XAB(X)CKM and XBA(X) C KM, 
and the TV-boundary curve delimiting the TV-contradiction region, N(ai)+a2 = 1, is 
the same that the curve given for delimiting the self-TV-contradiction region, but 
now ot\ takes its values in [0,1], and not only in [0, a^], where a^ is the equilibrium 
point of the fuzzy negation N, that is the only value in (0,1) satisfying N(aw) = a^ 
(then UN = 3 1 ( j ) being g the generator of N). The curve N(a.i) + a.2 = 1 satisfies 
the following properties (see figure 1): 
(1) «2 = 1 — N(ai) is an increasing function of the variable ot\. 
(2) Its range contains the points (0,0), (1,1) and (ajv, 1 — a^). 
(3) It is symmetrical with respect to the line ot\ + a.2 = 1-








Fig. 1. Region of TV-contradiction. 
All that presented in this section suggests us to determine some ways to define 
the TV-contradiction degrees between two A-IFSs. 
Definition 2. Given A, B G ALT{X) determined by \ A = (I~1A,I/A),XB = 
(HBTVB) & Lx, respectively, and TV the strong IFN generated by g, we define 
the C^  -contradiction degree between A and B, for i = 1,2, 3, as follows: 
(i) C^(A-B) = Max(0,Min(Inf(JV f l(^A(x))+i/B(x)-l), Inf (Ng(^B(x))+vA(x)-
xEX XEX 
1))) 
(ii) Ctf{A, B) = Max(0, Min(l - Sup(g(pA(x)) + g(l-vB(x))),l- Sup(g(pB(x)) + 
x£X X£X 
J ( I - " A W ) ) ) ) 
(iii) Let 7Vj^ = {a = («i, 0.2 )G [0,1]2; Ng(ai)+a2 < 1}, then 
where d is the euclidean distance. 
Let us note that C± is suggested by the first characterization of TV-contradictory 
sets; C2 by the second one, and C3 by the distance between the range of the sets 
,AB ,BA and the region of non-contradiction. 
E x a m p l e 1. Let A, B be the A-IFSs given by the L-membership functions xA(x) = 
( | , 1 — | ) and xB(x) = ( f J 1 — f)) respectively, where x G X = [0,1] (see figure 2); 
it is easy to prove they are well defined. 
Let us calculate the contradiction degrees when the s tandard negation is con-
sidered, tha t is, 7V s(ai, «2) = («2, « i ) (associated with the fuzzy negation Ns(x) = 
1 — x, and g = id): 
(i) Cfs (A, B) = Max(0, Min( Inf (1 - f 1 1), Inf (1 
xEX 
M a x ( 0 , M i n ( ± | ) ) = ± 
•7AT, (ii) CZ*{A,B) = Max(0 ,Min( l - Sup(f + f ) , l 
M a x ( 0 , M i n ( i , | ) ) = | xex 
1 
S u p ( | 
xex 
f - i ) ) ) = 
- ! ) ) ) = 
(iii) The infimum, when x G X, of the distances from ((J,A(X), VB{X)) = (f, 1 — f ) to 
V2 the area IZ^j- = {(0:1,0:2) ; « i > «2J is the value 
when x G X , of the distances from (/zg(x), i^X^)) = ( § ; 1 — f) t o ' ^ A A l s 
then rN° (Am- ^ / 1 2 - i m e n c 3 (A, # j - d(oL,K^) - 6-






Fig. 2. Example of A4-contradictory sets. 
The above example shows a situation in which the three functions Cjj , i= l ,2 ,3 , 
coincide; in fact we have the following more general result: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Given the standard IFN Ms, the equalities C^S{A,B) = 
C%s {A,B)= C^s ( A B) hold for all A, B G XLT{X). 
Now let us see some examples in which the contradiction degrees are different. 
E x a m p l e 2 . Wi th the two A-IFSs given in the example 1, let us now consider the 
negation Ng(x) = A/1 — x2, whose generator is g(x) = x2: 
(i) Cf(AB) = Max^Mint lnffv/T^IfF - §), Inf (V^W " !))) = 
x£X x£X 
M a X ( 0 , M i n ( v / f - i , v / | - i ) ) = ^ - i 
(ii) Cg{A,B) = Max(0,Min(l - Sup ((f )2 + (f )2) , 1 - Sup ((f)2 + (f)2))) = 
x£X X£X 
Max(0, Min(l 1 13 \\ _ 23 1 6 ' " 36 )) 36 < 
Example 3. Let A, B be the A-IFSs given by the L-membership functions xA(x) = 
{\ - §, \ + | ) and xB(x) = (^jp, ^2^)> where x £ X = [0,1] (see figure 3); it can 
be proved they are well defined. 
If J\f is the IFN associated with the negation Ng(x) = %/f — x2, whose generator 
is g(x) = x2, the contradiction degrees between A a n B are: 
(i) C?{A,B) = Max(0, Min( Inf ( J l - U - § )2 + ±±* - 1), Inf ( J l - ( ^ ) 2 + 
xEX V xEX V 
1
 + f - 1))) = Max(0, M i n ( ^ / J - i , ^ f - §)) = 3-1-1 — 2^2 _ 3 3 4 
(ii) C f ( A B) = Max(0, Min(l - Sup((± - f )2 + (1 - ^ ) 2 ) , 1 - Sup( (^p) 2 + (1 
i _ 1)2)))
 = M a X (0 , Min(l - ( J + £ ) ) , 1 - ( £ + (f )2))) = t - ( £ + (f )2) 
(iii) As the free of contradiction region is 7^^-= {(«i, «2) € [0, l]2 : a 2 + (l— a.2)2 > 
1}, then 
Cf(A,B) = Mm(d(xAB(X),TZ*x),d(xBA(X),TZ*x)) 
= Mm(d((i^),n^)),d((i,i),n^) 
= l - r f ( ( l / 3 , l / 4 ) , ( 0 , l ) ) 
= l - v / l / 3 2 + (3/4)2 < 
XBAPQ 
ef(A,B K)2 = 1 
Fig. 3. A and B with different contradiction degrees. 
Despite no connection among C^ for i = 1, 2, 3 holds in general, there is a 
relation between functions C2 and C3 when we deal with a specific negation, as 
the following result shows. 
Proposition 2. Given Af the strong IFN generated by the automorphism g(x) = x2, 
then Cf{A, B) = 1 - (1 - Cf {A, B))2 is satisfied for all A, B £ XLT{X) 
The following properties can be proved: 
Theorem 1. For i = 1,2, 37 the function Cf : ATT{X) x ALT{X) - • [0,1], given 
for each A, B G *4XF(X) as m the above definition, satisfies: 
(i) Cf is a symmetrical function: Cf(A, B) = Cf{B, A) for all A, B e ATT{X). 
(ii) If OL denotes the A-IFS such that \ (x) = OL for all x G X, then 
Cf(0 L , 0 L ) = l. 
(in) If Inf vA{x) = 0 or Inf vB{x) = 0 then Cf{A, B) = 0. 
xeX xeX 
(iv) Cf is anti-monotonic at both variables, with respect to the orders <L in L and 
the usual one in R: If A,B,C G A2Jr(X) with \ <L XB (that is, x (x) <L 
X
B{x) for all x G X), then Cf{B, C) < Cf {A, C). 
Proof. 
(i) Cf (A, B) = Cf{B, A) for i = 1, 2, 3 trivially for the above definitions, 
ii) Cf (0L , 0L) = Max(0, Min( Inf (JVfl(0) + 1 - 1 ) , Inf (ATfl(0) + 1 - 1))) = 
C^(OL,OL) = Max(0 ,Min( l -Sup( f f (0)+ f f ( l - l ) ) , l -Sup( f f (0)+ f f ( l - l ) ) ) ) 
xGX XGX 
nMfn O ^ - Min(d(0L ,K^),d(0L ,K^)) _ -, 
<-3 ( U L , U L j - d(0 L ,K^) - l 
(iii) Let A,Be AHF{X) be two sets such that Inf vA(x) = 0 or Inf vB(x) = 
xeX xeX 
0. Since Ng(^A(x)) < 1 and Ng(/j,B(x)) < 1 for all x G X, being Ng the 
strong fuzzy negation associated with the strong IFN Af, then Inf (Ng(^B (x)) + 
VA(X)-1) < In f ( i / A (x ) )=0or Inf (Ng(/jA(x)) + vB(x)-l) < Inf (uB(x)) = 0. 
x<EX X<EX X<EX 
Therefore, Cf{A, B) = 0. 
Now, if g is the generator of negation Ng associated to Af, then 
Sup(g((j,B(x)) + g(l -vA(x))) > Sup(gr(l -vA(x))) = g 1 - Inf vA(x) = 1 
xex xex \ x^x 
Sup(g(jjA(x)) +g(l -vB(x))) > Sup(gr(l -vB(x))) = g 1 - Inf vB(x) = 1 
xex xex \ x^x J 
and so, Cf(A, B) = 0. 





 (x^) or to that of
 X
AB
 (x^), then (a0,0) G T ^ f l X 5 ^ 
or (a0 ,0) G TZ^ff]xAB, consequently, it holds that d{xBA{X),TZ*N-) = 0 or 
d{xAB{X),K*N) = 0. So, Cf{A,B) = 0. 
(iv) Let us see that the three functions are anti-monotonic. If xA <L XB then 
^A{X) < Ms(x) a n ( i VA{X) > vB(x) for all x G X. 
Therefore, . /VS( /ZB(X)) < Ng{nA{x)) and so . /VS( /ZB(X)) + vc{x) — 1 < 
Ng(lJ>A(x)) + vcix) — 1. Also, it is verified tha t Ng(/j,c(x)) + VB{X) — 1 < 
Ng(Pc(x)) + vA(x) - 1. Then, Cf (B, C) < C f ( A C) . 
In addition, as g(/j,A(x)) < <?(/ZB(X)) and g ( l — z/^(x)) < <?(1 — J/B(X)), it is 
1 - Sup(g(i^B(x)) + g(l - vc{x))) < 1 - S U P ^ / Z A O E ) ) + ff(l - vc{x))) and 
1 - S u p ( g ( / x c ( x ) ) +gr( l - z / B ( x ) ) ) < 1 - S u p ( g ( / x c ( x ) ) +gr( l - z / A ( x ) ) ) . Then, 
xGX XGX 
C?(B,C)<C?(A,C). 
To prove tha t all x G X satisfies d(xAC(x),TZ'j^) > d(xBC(x),TZ'j^) and 
d{xCA{x),n*M) > d{xCB{x),n*M) provided xA <L XE\ will suffice to check 
the anti-monotony of C3 . Let xAC(x) = ( /M.^); vc{x)) G [0, l ] 2 and xBC(x) = 
(/xB(x),z/ c(x)) G [0, l ] 2 . I f d ( x A C ( x ) , ^ ) = 0 t h e n x A C ( a ; ) en^ = TZ%- (since 
7 ^ - is a closed set), and so Ng^Aix^ + vcix) < 1- Since, x A ( x ) < L XB (X) then 
yys(/xB(x)) + z/c(x) < yys(/xA(x)) + z/c(x) < 1 and therefore d{xBC{x), U*M) = 0 
and the inequality is satisfied. Now, let us suppose tha t d(xAC(x), TVj^) > 0 then 
this distance is reached on the boundary of 7 ^ - , tha t is the TV-contradiction 
limit curve B(1ZJ^) = {(0:1,0:2) G [0,1]2 : Ng(ai) + a2 = 1}, since IZJ^ is a 
compact set. Let a* = (a*, o^) G B(1ZJ^) be the point such tha t 
d(xAC(x),TZ*x) = d(xAC(x),a*) 
and we consider the following three intervals contained in the interval 
[ x A C (x ) , ( l , z / c (x ) ) ] = { (o i , z / c (x ) ) G [0, l ] 2 : fj,A(x) < o.x < 1} (see figure 
4): 
Ii=n*Mf]ixAC(x),(l,vc(x))}, 
h = { (o i , z/c(x)) G [0, l ] 2 : HA{X) < 01 < o*} 
and 
h = { (« i , vc(x)) G [0, l ] 2 : «1 < « i < A T - ^ l - ^ ( 1 ) ) } 
The union of the three above intervals is the whole interval [xAC(x), (1, vc{x))\ 
and we assume xBC(x) G [xA C( a ;) j ( I J ^ C ^ ) ) ] ) since HB{X) > MA( 3 ; ) -
If
 X
B C ( x ) G /1 then d ( X B C ( x ) , ^ ) = 0 < d(XAC\x),K*N). 
If XBC'(X) G I2 then /XA(X) < Ms( x ) < a * a n d so 0 < o* — /XB(X) < o* — /ZA.(#), 
therefore (o* — ^ ^ ( x ) ) 2 < (o* — ^ ( a ^ ) ) 2 and 
d{XBC{x),n*N) < d(xBC\x), a*) = ^{a\ - M s ( x ) ) 2 + {a*2 - z/ c(x))2 < 
< ^ K - M A ( x ) ) 2 + ( a ^ - * / c ( x ) ) 2 = < X A C ( x ) , <**) 
I fx B C ( a ; ) G / 3 then 
<XBC(^),^)<d(xBC(x),(MB(x),l-Ar-1(MB(x)))) = ^(x)-(l-Ar-1(MB(x))) 
(°>°) ^ (x ) a } A^-i(l-vc(x)) Lh 
Fig. 4. The three intervals in [xAC (%), (1, vc(x))\. 
Moreover, a\ < /XB(X) implies a2 = 1 — Ng(a*) < 1 — ./VS( /ZB(X)) and so 
UC(X)-(1-N-\IJLB(X))) <isc(x)-a*2 < ^J(PA(X) - a\f + (vc(x) - a\f = d(XAC\x), a*) 
Now, Let xGA{x) = (fj,c(x),i/A(x)) G [0, l ] 2 and xGB{x) = (fj,c(x),i/B(x)) G 
[0, l ] 2 . If d(xCA(x),TZ*M) = 0 then x°'A(x) £ K ^ = TTM, and so Ng{nc{x)) + 
vA{x) < 1. Since, xA{x) <L XB{X) then Ng(^c(x)) + vB{x) < Ng(^c(x)) + 
vA{x) < 1 and therefore d{xCB{x), U*M) = 0 and so d{xCA{x), U*M) > 
d(xCB(x), TZtf)- Now, let us suppose tha t d(xCA(x),TZ'j^) > 0 and then ex-
ist a point a* = (a*, a2) G B(lVj^) such tha t 
d(xCA(x),TZ*x) = d(xCA(x),a*) 
and we consider the following three intervals contained in the interval 
[(Hc(x), 0), xCA{x)\ = {(vc(x), u2) G [0, l ] 2 : 0 < a2 < vA{x)} (see figure 5): 
I'1=n*Mf][^c(x),0),xCA(x)l 
1*2 = {(l^c(x),a2 ) G [0, l ] 2 : a* < a2 < vA{x)} 
and 
I3 = {(^c(x), a2) G [0, i f : 1 - Ng(p,c(x)) < a2 < a*2} 
The union of these three intervals is the whole interval [(/^c(x), 0), xCA(x)] and 
we assume xCB(x) G [(/^c(x), 0),xCA(x)], since VB{X) < vA{x). 
If xCB{x) G I{ then d(XCB(x), Tl*M)=Q< d{XCA{x),K*M). 
If XGB{x) G ^ 2 then o^ < ^s fx) < ^ A ( X ) and so 0 < z/s(x) - «2 < ^ A ( X ) - a2, 
therefore {VB{X) — a2)2 < {vA{x) — a2)2 and 
d{XCB{x),K*M) < d(xCB(x),a*) = ^/(pc(x) - a\)2 + (yB(x) - a*2)2 < 
< ^ {nc{x) - a\Y + {vA{x) - a*2f = d ( X C A ( x ) , a*) 
(1,1) 
Fig. 5. The three intervals in [(pc{x)>ty>X (%)]• 
liXCB(x) G % then d{XCB{x),K*M) < d{XCB{x), {N~\l - vB{x)), vB{x))) = 
A rs"1(l — VB(X)) — /J,C(X). Moreover, VB{X) < a*2 implies N~^{\ — z/#(x)) < 
A''~1(l - Q*2) = a* and so A''~1(l - VB(X)) - Hc{x) < a* - nc{x) < 
^{a\ - Mc(x))2 + (a*2 - VA{x)Y = d{XGA{x), a*). U 
3 . D e g r e e s of C o n t r a d i c t i o n b e t w e e n two A - I F S s 
Until now, the work has focused on contradiction depending on a given strong 
negation; but it is possible to measure the contradiction without depending on a 
specific IFN, as it was done in the case of a unique A-IFS. To this purpose, we 
remember a definition given , and we give some previous results will allow us to 
define several contradiction degrees. 
Given A,B G AZJ-'(X), it will be said tha t A and B are contradictory if they 
are TV-contradictory regarding some strong IFN J\f. 
L e m m a 2. Given A,B& A2Jr(X) with membership functions /J,A, I^B £ [0, l j ^ ^ 
respectively, if A, B are contradictory then (J,A(X) + /U,_B(X) < 2 for all x G X. 
Proof. If A, B are contradictory then g(/j,A(x)) + <?(/ZB(X)) < 1 for some g order 
automorphism (by lemma 1). 
Now, we suppose Sup (/^A(X) + HB (X)) = 2 then HA{X) + HB (X) > 1 + g - 1 ( 5 ) 
xEX 
for some x G X, thereby JJ,A{X) > g^1 (5) and JJ,B{X) > g^1 (^) and consequently 
g(tiA(x)) + g(l^B(x)) > 1) which is impossible. • 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . Let A,B be two A-IFSs determined by \ A = (t1A,i/A),XB = 
(I^B^B) & Lx. If Inf VA(X) > 0 and Inf VB{X) > 0, then A and B are con-
xEX XEX 
tradictory. 
Proof. As Inf VA(X) > 0, 1— Inf VA(X) < 1, and Sup(l— VA(X)) < 1, and so, there 
x£X x£X
 xeX 
exists an m < 1 such that 1 — VA(X) < m is satisfied for all x G X; furthermore, 
I^A(X) < 1 — VA(X) < m for all x e X. 
In the same way, as Inf VB{X) > 0, there exists an n < 1 such that I^B(X) < 
xeX 
1 — VB (X) < n for all x G X. 
As n, m < 1, there exists an automorphism g on [0,1] such that g(m) < 1/2 and 
g(n) < 1/2. Then, for all x G X, g(^A(x)) + #(1 — VB(X)) < 5r(m) + g(n) < 1 a n ( i 
g(pg(x))-\-g(l—ISA(X)) < g(n)-\-g(m) < 1. Thus, A and £> are 7VS — contradictory, 
and therefore they are contradictory. 
Proposition 4. Lei A, B be two A-IFSs determined by \ A = (I^A,I/A),XB = 
(Ms? VB) & Lx. If A and B are contradictory, then for all x G X 
Sup(/uJ4(x) — VB{X)) < 1 and Sup(yU,s(x) — z/^(x)) < 1. 
x£X X£X 
Proof. As A, B are contradictory, they are TV-contradictory for some strong IFN 
J\f. Let «AT be the equilibrium point of the fuzzy negation N associated with J\f. 
For each x G X such that I^A(X) < a^, obviously I^A(X) — VA(X) < a^ holds. 
For each x G X such that I^A(X) > a^ then N(^A(X)) < N(aw) = a^, thus 
IJLA(X)—VB(X) < I^A(X) — 1+N(I^A(X)) < a^ since N(^A(X))+I/B(X) > 1. Therefore, 
SUP(/J,A(X) — VB{X)) < aj\f < 1. 
xex 
In a similar way, Sup(/i£(x) — VA(X)) < 1. 
xex 
These results suggest us to give some functions in order to measure the contra-
dictoriness between two A-IFSs. In particular, the following measures C\ and C2 are 
obtained from propositions 3 and 4, respectively. 
Definition 3. Let A, B be two A-IFSs determined by \ A = (I^A,1/A),XB = 
(,HBTVB) £ Lx. Then we define the Cj-contradiction degree between A and B, 
for i = 1,2, as follows: 
(i) Ci(A-B) = Min ( Inf z/A(x), Inf vB{x) 
(ii) C2{A,B) = 0 if Inf vA{x) = 0 or Inf vB(x) = 0, 
x<EX X<EX 
C2(A,B) = Min (Inf I - M A W + ^ S ) I n f i-MM+^(.)\ i n o t h e r c a g e 
\xex l xex l ) 
Remark 2. Let us note that for all A,Be AZJ-'(X) the above measures could be 
rewritten as 
r ( A m W*{d{XAB{X),C{),d{xBAQL),Ci)) 
Li{A, B) = — — 
d(0L,£i) 
being d the euclidean distance and L\ = {(«i, a2 ) G [0, l]2 : a2 = 0}, and 
r ( A m Minjd^x^iXll^d^^X),^)) 
^2{A,B) = — — — — 
« I ( 0 L , 1 L ) 
provided Inf VA(X) > 0 and Inf VB(X) > 0, and being d\ the reticular (or Ham-
xEX XEX 
ming) distance. 
With a similar meaning, we propose a third measure: 
Definition 4. Let A, B be two A-IFSs determined by \ A = (IIA1VA)1XB = 
(HBJ^B) € Lx. Then, we define the C3-contradiction degree between A and B 
as 
0 if Inf VA{X] = 0 or Inf VR(X) = 0, 
xex xex 
C M , B ) ,Min(^(I);lL),^(D,lL)) m o ther case, 
d(0L ,lL) 
being d the Euclidean distance. 
Again, some properties are attained: 
Theorem 2. For i = 1,2,3, the function d : XLT(X) x XLT(X) - • [0,1] given 
for each A, B G AIT(X) as in definitions 3 and 4 satisfies: 
(i) Ci is a symmetrical function: Ci(A, B) = Ci(B,A) holds for all A, B G 
XLT(X). 
(ii) C;(0L,0L) = 1. 
(Hi) If Inf vA(x) = 0 or Inf vB{x) = 0 then d(A, B) = 0. 
xEX XEX 
(iv) d is anti-monotonic at both variables with respect to the orders <L in L and 
the usual one m R: If A,B,C G XLT(X) with
 X
A
 <L XB then d(B,C) < 
Ci{A,C). 
Proof. Properties (i), (ii) and (Hi) are immediate from definitions 3 and 4. For 
property (iv), as VB(X) < VA(X) for all x G X, it is Ci(B,C) < Ci(A,C). Besides, 
1 — (J,B(X) < 1 — IJ-A(X) and then (1 — /zg(x)) + vc(x) < (1 — (J,A(X)) + vc(x), and 
also(l-/xc(x)) + z/B(x) < (1- /X C (X)) + Z/A(X). Then, C2(B,C) < C2(A C). Finally, 
d(XBC(X), 1L) = Inf v / ( l - M B (x ) )2 + i , c (x )2 
< Inf ^(l-f,A(x))2 
xEX 
= d(XAC(X),lIj) 
d(XCB(X), 1L) = Inf v / ( l -Mc(x)) 2 + ^ (x)2 
< Inf V(l-A*c(a;))2 + ^A(a;)2 
,CA d(x° (X),lL) 
Therefore C3(B, C) < C3(A, C). 
Besides, we have the following relation between the measures C\, C2 and C3 
defined in 3 and 4. 
Proposition 5. For all A, B G AIT(X) the following inequalities hold, 
C1(A,B)<C2(A,B)<C3(A,B) 
Proof. As Ci{A,B) < vA{x), Ci{A,B) < vB{x), vA(x) + vB{x) < vA(x) + (1 -
I^B(X)) and vA(x) + VB{X) < VB{X) + (1 — ^ A(x)) for all x G X, it is Ci(A, B) < 
VA(X) + (1-HB(X))
 a n d C i ^ B ) < ^ ( x ) + ( l -A t A (x)) for a U x e x T h e r e f o r e C l ( A ) B ) < 
1-HA(X)+VB(X) T r l -p t B ( a ; ) + i/A(g:) \ _ Min Inf i -MAW^sw
 I n f '-wiy^w = c ( A m 
y^ex l xex l ' 
Now, as for all x G X it is 
i/4(a:) + (1 - jj,B(x)) ^^ y/vA{x)2 + (1 - VB{X)Y 
VB{X) + (1 - /zA(x)) ^/VBJX)2 + (1 - MA(aQ)^  
2 - V2 
then 
C2,.4,B) < Min ( inf ^ ' ^ + ' ' ~ "" ^ • Inf V M ^ + (1 - . , M ) A 
\ ^ e x ^/2 xex ^2 J 
= C3(A,B) D 
4. Self-Contradiction and Contradiction between two A-IFSs 
As it was remembered in the first section, the study of self-contradiction of an A-IFS 
was initiated in 7. An A-IFS A G AZJ-'(X) is said to be a self-7V-contradictory set 
with respect to any strong IFN, TV, if xA(x) <L (N °XA)(X) for all x G X, where 
XA is the L-membership function of A. Besides, an A-IFS A G ALT{X) is said to 
be a self-contradictory set if A is self-7V-contradictory regarding some strong IFN 
M. 
In general, there is not direct relation between the self-contradiction of two 
A-IFSs and the contradiction between them. In fact, let us see some examples. 
Example 4. Let A, B G AZJ-'(X) be two A-IFSs on a non-empty set X such that 
HA(x) = vA(x) = 1/2 and I^B(X) = VB{X) = 1/4 for all x G X. Then [iA(x) < vA(x) 
and I^B(X) < VB{X) for all x G X hold, and it implies that both A and B are 
self-7Vs-contradictory where J\fs is the standard IFN (see 5 ) . 
Nevertheless, [iA(x) = 1/2 j£ VB{X) = 1/4 for any x G X, and then A and B are 
not 7VS-contradictory. < 





B{x) = (1/4,1/2) and
 X
B(y) = (1/2,1/4). 
Both A and B are not self-TVs-contradictory, as I^A(X) J£ VA{X) and /XB(J/) ^ ^B(V)-
Nevertheless, /XA(X) < z/s(x), /xA(y) < ^ s ( y ) , A«B(X) < Z/A(X) and /xB(y) < ^ ( y ) , 
thus A and B are TVs-contradictory between them. <\ 
Although these examples show the general independence between the TVS-
contradiction between two A-IFSs and the self-TVs-contradiction of each of them, 
some results can be obtained. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Let A, B be two A-IFSs given by \ A = (A*A, VA), XB = (MB, VB) £ 
Lx, respectively, where I^A(X) = MB(X) for a^ x G X . Then, A, B are TV-
contradictory if and only if both A and B are self-AI'-contradictory. 
Proof. A, B are TV-contradictory if and only if <?(/«A(X)) + g(\ — Z/B(X)) < 1 and 
<?(/ZB(X)) + <?(1 — VA(X)) < 1, tha t is equivalent to <;(/ZB(X)) + g(l — VB(X)) < 1 and 
g(/j,A(x)) + (/(l — VA{X)) < 1; tha t is, both A and B are self-TV-contradictory. • 
In the same way: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7. Let A,B be two A-IFSs given by \ A = ( M A , ^ ) , XB = (^BT^B), 
respectively, where VA{X) = VB{X) for all x G X. Then A, B are TV-contradictory 
between them if and only if both A and B are self-AI'-contradictory. 
Finally, let us see tha t some properties satisfied for self-TV-contradiction and self-
contradiction can not be directly translated to the case of contradiction between 
two A-IFSs. 
For example, if an A-IFS A, with membership function ^A & [0, l]x, is self-TV-
contradictory, then JJ,A{X) < ajy, for all x G X where a^ = g~l{\) is the 
equilibrium point of the fuzzy negation N associated with TV and g is the generator 
of N. But, in general, if A, B are TV-contradictory, it could be /x^(x) > a^ and 
Ms(x) > aN f ° r some x G X, as the following example shows. 
E x a m p l e 6. Let us consider the set X = {x,y} and A,Be AHF{X) given by 
X
A{x) = (1/4, 3/4),
 X
A{y) = (3 /4 ,1 /4 ) ,
 X
B
 (*) = (3 /4 ,1 /4 ) and
 X
B
 (y) = (1/4, 3/4). 
Wi th the s tandard negation TVS, A and B are TVS-contradictory between them. 
However / X A ( J / ) = 3 / 4 > l / 2 and /xB(x) = 3/4 > l / 2 . < 
In a similar way, if an A-IFS A with membership function /z^(x), is self-
contradictory then y«A(x) < 1, for all x G X (see 7 ) . But again, if A, B are 
contradictory, then it could be I^A(X) = 1 and /XB(J/) = 1 for some x ,y G X: 
E x a m p l e 7. Let us consider the set X = {x, y} and A,Be AHF{X) given by 
XA(x) = (1,0),
 X
A{y) = (0,1), XB(x) = (0,1) and
 X
B ( y ) = (1,0). A and B are 
contradictory between them. Nevertheless I^A(X) = 1 and /XB(J/) = 1. 
However, another properties satisfied in self-contradiction could be, from a point 
of view, translated to contradiction between two A-IFSs. For example, in 7 it was 
showed tha t if VA(X) > 1 — a^ for all i e l , then A is self-TV-contradictory. In our 
case: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. Given A, B G AHF(X) determined by \ A = ( M A ^ A ) , XB = 
(I^B^B) ^ Lx and given Af a strong IFN, ifvA{x) > 1 — a^ and VB{X) > 1 — a^ 
for all x G X, then A, B are Af-contradictory. 
Proof. As VA{X) > 1 — ajy and VB{X) > 1 — ajv with a^ = g^l{\) being g the 
generator of the negation N associated to Af, the inequalities g(l — VA{X)) < \ and 
g{\— VB{X)) < \ are satisfied. Besides, as )iA{X) + vA{X) < 1 and /^B(X) + I/B(X) < 1 
it is hold tha t g(/^A(x)) < g(l — VA{X)) < \ and g(/^B(x)) < <?(1 — VB{X)) < 5 and 
so 0 ( / Z A ( X ) ) + 0 ( 1 - Z / B ( X ) ) < 1 and g(^B(x)) + g{\ -vA{x)) < 1. D 
Also, in 7 it was showed tha t if VA(X) > 0 for all x G X, then A is self-
contradictory In our case, we have the result given in proposition 3: " Inf VA(X) > 0 
and Inf VB{X) > 0, then A, B are contradictory". 
xEX 
Besides in the same paper, it was obtained tha t if I^A(X) > a^ for all x G X, 
then A is not-TV-contradictory. Now, we have: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. Given A, B G ALT{X) determined by \ A = (I^A,I/A),XB = 
(Ms? VB) & Lx and given Af a strong IFN, if I^A(X) > a^ and I^B(X) > a^ for all 
x G X, then A, B are not Af-contradictory. 
Proof. As JJ,A{X) > g~1(^), M B ( X ) > # _ 1 ( i )> 1 — VA{X) > JJ,A{X) and 1 — VB{X) > 
I^B(X) for all x G X, then g(^A(x))+g(l — VB(X)) > 1 and g(^B(x)) + g(l — I/A(X)) > 
1 for all x G X. • 
R e m a r k 3 . Last propositions point out tha t if xA(X) and xB(X) remain into the 
striped area (figure 6), which is included in the self-TV-contradiction region, then A, 
B are TV-contradictory; and if xA(X) and xB(X) remain into the grid area (figure 
6), which is included in the non-self-TV-contradiction region, then A, B are not 
TV-contradictory 
5. C o n t r a d i c t i o n degrees and Sel f -contradict ion degrees 
As it was said in section 4, there is not direct relation between the self-contradiction 
of two A-IFSs and the contradiction between them. But, however, we can consider 
self-contradiction as a particular case from contradiction. 
We remember that , given A,B<£ ALfF{X) determined by xA = (MA, ^A), XB = 
{P-BT^B) & Lx and given TV a strong IFN, A and B are TV-contradictory if xA(x) <L 
(AfoxB)(x), for all x G X. And, A is self-TV-contradictory if xA(x) <L W°XA){X), 
for all x G X. Therefore, the definition of self-TV-contradictory intuitionistic fuzzy 
set is a particular case from tha t of TV-contradictory intuitionistic fuzzy sets, where 






Fig. 6. Contradiction area and Non-Contradiction area. 
In 7 it was showed that if vA{x) > 1 — c/—1(l/2), where g is the generator of 
the negation N associated to TV, then A is self-TV-contradictory. And, if A is self-
TV-contradictory then /x^(x) < c/—1(l/2). Again, this property can be obtained as 
a particular case from lemma 1. 
Too, let us remember that, A,Be AXJr(X) are contradictory if they are TV-
contradictory regarding some strong IFN TV; and A is self-contradictory if A is 
self-TV-contradictory regarding some strong IFN TV Again, the definition of self-
contradictory intuitionistic fuzzy set is a particular case from that of contradictory 
intuitionistic fuzzy sets, where the two sets are the same. 
In 7 it was proved that if Inf VA(X) > 0, then A is self-contradictory. Again, 
xEX 
this property can be obtained as a particular case from proposition 3. 
On the other hand, the property "if A is self-contradictory then Sup I^A(X) < 1", 
xEX 
can not be obtained as a particular case from some property for contradiction be-
tween two A-IFSs, since A and B contradictory does not imply neither Sup /x^(x) < 
xEX 
1 nor Sup HB (X) < 1, as it was showed in the example 7. 
xEX 
Taking into account that self-contradiction could be view as contradiction of a 
set with itself, the degrees of contradiction defined in this paper, provide us the 
respective degrees of self-contradiction. 
So, the TV-contradiction degrees given in definition 2 are turned into the following 
self-TV-contradiction degrees: 
(i) Cf(A) = Max (o, Inf (Ng(^A(x)) + vA{x) - I)] 
\ xEX J 
(ii) Cg{A) = Max (o, 1 - Sup (g(^A(x)) + g(l - vA{x))) 
d(xAA,n*M)X_d(xA,c*M) •Mi (hi) C£(A) = d ( 0 L , 7 ^ ) d ( 0 L , £ ^ ) 
being C*^ = {(0:1,0:2) € L ; N(ai) + 02 < 1}, and taking into account that 
CJ(0L, TZ.%-) = <^(0L, £%•) since the TV-boundary curve is symmetrical. 
These measures of self-7V-contradiction coincide with the measures of self-TV-
contradiction defined 
In the same way, the contradiction degrees given in definitions 3 and 4 are turned 
into the following self-contradiction degrees: 
(i)C1(A)=Inf^(x)=y^ l ) 
xEX d(OL,i-l) 
(ii) C2(A) = 
if Inf VA(X) = 0, 
xex 
l - M A ( x ) + ^ ( x )
 = d l ( X A , l L ) m o t h e 
xex 2 d i ( 0 L , l L ) 
0 if Inf vA(x) = 0, 
xex 
(iii) Cs(A) 
d{xA, 1 L ) 
d ( 0 L , l L ) 
in other case, 
Again, these measures of self-contradiction coincide with the measures of self-
contradiction defined in 5 . 
Conc lus ions 
Some functions to measure the contradiction between two intuitionistic (or 
Atanassov's) fuzzy sets have been proposed, both depending on a given intuitionistic 
negation, and independently on any specific negation. The basic properties of these 
functions have been shown. Furthermore, some results about the relation between 
self-contradiction, of each one of two intuitionistic fuzzy sets, and the contradiction 
between both of them, have been given. 
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